
Insight delivers Apple® devices at scale, giving manufacturers full ecosystem integration and immediate productivity 
and collaboration gains. With years of experience in IT and a close partnership with Apple, we’re equipped to help 
manufacturers deploy, manage and support their devices.

The partnership you need
Insight provides customized solutions and service levels to increase productivity 
on the manufacturing floor.

A simple path to device and application modernization
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Apple Services for Manufacturing

Apps to transform the factory floor
Compatible and ready to support leading 

manufacturing and business productivity apps:

• Skill and work instructions

• Mobile forms and work order management

• Inventory management

• Safety, training and enablement

• Collaboration tools

• Diagnostics
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Please contact your Insight account executive or AppleServices@insight.com 
for more information or to discuss pricing.

Apple Services for Manufacturing

Transform the way your work gets done.
Insight will provide everything you need to start your factory floor pilot. Deploy a complete, 

managed solution with ruggedized devices in a shared or personal-use environment.

Included in your starter kit:

• iPad® devices with cellular connectivity (up to 40 units)

• Ruggedized cases

• Charging cart

Insight: The perfect partner for Apple
At Insight, we define, architect, implement and manage Insight Intelligent Technology 

Solutions™ that help your organization run smarter. We’ll work with you to maximize your 

technology investments, empower your workforce to work smarter, optimize your business 

and create meaningful experiences.

Control costs.
Every business is different. Insight and Apple Financial Services give you the flexibility to 

choose the financing structure that works for you. Leasing options with extended terms and 

predictable payments make IT modernization affordable and help you stay in budget.

Benefits that energize and empower manufacturers

Insight provides end-user solutions that simplify IT management while improving connectivity and collaboration.  
Nowhere is this more important than in manufacturing.

Immediate 
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